Chapter 4
Setting Compelling goals
“Goals are the fuel in the furnace of
achievement” Brian Tracy

Setting compelling goals – Well Formed Outcomes
If you want to be successful, it is really important to find out what you want to
achieve. If you haven’t got a really compelling idea of what you want to achieve,
then it can be very difficult to take focussed and consistent action. You can also
think of goals as outcomes, targets, aims, dreams or events. Whatever term you
use, it is about focussing your thoughts on what you want. Once you have
developed the skills of making your outcomes really compelling, it becomes much
easier to take the action and to achieve what you want.

Well Formed Outcomes. .The meaning of “Well Formed” is that the outcome is
represented in your mind in a way that makes it easy to achieve. It is this
representation that is “Well formed”. There are 6 steps that need to be included in
your outcome in order to make it “Well formed”
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1. It is expressed in the positive. An example would be: I want to be earning
£50,000 in 12 months’ time, rather that I don’t want to be earning what I earn now.
2. You can describe it in sensory terms. This means that you can describe what
you will be able to see, hear, and feel when you get this outcome.
3. It is under your control. So it is only Well Formed when you can make it happen
yourself without relying on other people.
4. The context is clear. So you have defined where and when you want it and have
identified where and when you don’t want it.
5. You have maintained any secondary gain. This means that there may have
been a reason for not setting goals that are important to you. An example of this
might be that you want to maintain your friendships as you become more
successful and you believe that you may lose them. So, if you can keep those
friendships, you will have kept that secondary gain and still achieved your
success.
6. It is ecological. This means that there will be no unwanted consequences of you
achieving this outcome. So if you think that you might lose your work life balance
as a result of getting the outcome and that is not acceptable to you, then it is not
ecological.

Symptoms
Unhealthy




I don’t think about my goals, or if I do, I always tell myself that I can’t get them,
I feel as though I am paddling in circles or directionless so I don’t take any action
I don’t feel as though I need goals in my life

Healthy




I know how to set compelling goals and I do this regularly.
I have goals for my work and my home life
My actions are aligned with these goals
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Self-diagnosis
Score yourself on the following scale where 1 is unhealthy and 10 is healthy
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Write that score down in your workbook and reflect on it.

Prescription

How to set “Well Formed Outcomes”
So let’s get going and get a crystal clear description of the end result that you want.
As you work through these points, write down your outcome in your workbook

Outcome expressed in the positive
Write down what you want. If you only know what you don’t want, then shift it into
the positive by asking, “If I didn’t have that, what would I have instead?” So you
could say “I don’t want to be disorganized and then change that to “I want to be
organized”
Sometimes goals can be specific activities and if you ask yourself the question “and
what will that give me?” it adds to the positive outcome. So “I’m going to write a list
of my important things to do every day before I finish work.” If you ask yourself what
that will give you, it might be- a calm organised and focussed outlook. So you could
write an outcome saying “I’m going to write a list of my important things to do every
day before I finish work. and that will give me peace, organization and focus”
Write down your positive outcome in your workbook.

Sensory-specific evidence
Identify the moment in time when you will be able to say “I’ve done it !!!!” Write down
what you will see, hear and feel at that precise moment. A possible scenario is that “I
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will see myself in a luxury hotel, I will hear the praise from my colleagues and I will
feel proud, confident and successful”. Or possibly it will be that “I can see my bank
balance at the figure that I set, I can hear my family chattering away and I feel
balanced and content” You can also include what you might be saying to yourself at
the same time.
Write that down in your workbook.

Under your control
Make sure that you are in control of this outcome. If you are relying on funding or
other people changing their Model of the World, you may want to think again.

Context
Make sure that you have identified where and when you want it. Also when and
where you don’t want it. Also, ask yourself with whom you want it and with whom
you don’t want it. Write that down.

Secondary gain.
This is often the key to why you are not taking action or why someone else is not
taking action. Ask yourself about the benefits of not starting or completing an action.
For a long time, I didn’t take action in my business because I thought that my
husband wanted to see more of me and that might put our relationship at risk. When
I asked him, he said he was happy if I was happy. Once I’d heard that a few times I
decided that I could just get on with it. Now I am getting on with it, I occasionally
think that I’m too busy and that I am not having enough me time and will become
stressed. We are certainly complex and it is important to be journaling about all of
these thoughts and beliefs and ask ourselves what it is that we really want.

Ecology
Imagine yourself having achieved the outcome that you have set. Can you notice
any conflicts when you are out there in the future?
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Use your imagination.
Here is a really cool technique to really embed your goals in your mind.
Find a quiet place and sit down. Make sure that your well-formed outcome is clear in
your mind and that you have a specific time in the future when you know you want it.
Bring a picture of it up. See what you see, hear what you hear and feel what you
feel. Now make the picture really compelling. Change the visual elements to make
the picture even better- the colour, the brightness, the focus and the movement. Ask
yourself what you can hear and change the sounds to make the picture in your mind
really compelling. Decide on what feelings you have when you get this compelling
outcome and then turn them up to the maximum (like a radio dial). Once you have
made this picture really compelling, count to three and then clap your hands and seal
this picture in your mind. You will be able to bring this picture up again very easily
and that will make it easier to achieve your outcome.
Now what you need to do is practice, practice practice! Set compelling goals for the
day, for the month, for the year. Have some fun and you will then be easily able to
take action. You will notice if your goals are not compelling and what you need to do
to make them compelling. You will have also spotted any conflicts with your purpose,
identity, values and beliefs.

Are you feeling healthier now?
Score yourself on the following scale where 1 is unhealthy and 10 is healthy
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Write that score down in your workbook and reflect on the differences between your
first score and second score.
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Reflection
Write down your well-formed outcome. Use the most compelling one and the one
where you have used your imagination to seal that compelling picture in your mind.
Is that different to how you normally feel about your goals? Remind yourself of
the 6 points every time you set outcomes.
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